Ocean

Optics offers Spectrometer Thermal Stability
Ocean Optics has released the USB-TC small-footprint heating device to maintain thermal stability of spectrometers operating in variable environments. Compatible with the company's USB2000+ and USB4000 miniature spectrometers, the unit attaches directly to the spectrometer and maintains wavelength thermal stability to within +/-0.025 pixels/ ºC. This temperature control ensures accuracy in industrial and other settings where temperature variations can affect spectral performance.
The USB-TC is available with pre-selected setpoint temperatures between 25-55ºC and comes with a 12 VDC, 3A power supply. With constant ambient temperature, the USB-TC stabilizes to within 0.1ºC of the final temperature within 30 minutes of power-up. The system will operate in temperatures ranging from 5-40ºC below the setpoint temperature.
The USB2000+ and USB4000, Ocean Optics claim, are among the most popular miniature spectrometers in the world. Their small-footprint, high-speed CCDarray design is ideal for a wide range of applications. Modular optical bench accessories (entrance apertures, order sorting filters and more) make it possible to configure the USB2000+ and USB4000 for hundreds of different applications.
The USB-TC is available with new spectrometer purchases or as a retrofit option for existing owners of USB2000+ and USB4000 spectrometers. The Han(R) PushPull (variant 14 according to IEC 61076-3-117) is the standardised connector for industrial Profinet cabling with IP65/67 protection. There are now two new panel feed-throughs available in robust metal housings for transmission rates up to 1/10 Gbit/s Ethernet, Category 6, Class EA.
The panel feed-throughs for round and rectangular cut-outs allow swift and simple installation in devices and switch cabinets, as well as retrofitting of existing housings with a Profinet interface with IP 65/67 protection.
The female inserts are executed with 360° shielding in order to increase the electromagnetic compatibility and the transmission path's immunity to interference.
In order to allow users to make independent decisions on the system's grounding concept, the RJ45 female inserts snap into the metal panel feed-throughs to provide electrical isolation. This ensures that the RJ45 shielding potential and the housing ground are not accidentally connected.
For selective grounding of the RJ45 shielding potential, the shielding potential on the panel feed-through and that on the RJ45 jack module can be gripped via a Faston connector and electrically connected to one another.
Electromagnetic disturbances that are injected on the data shield and enter the device are consequently effectively dissipated.
Panel feed-throughs with two RJ Industrial(R) 10G Category 6 bulkhead RJ45 jack modules and Ha-VIS preLink(R) RJ45 cable jack are available.
The RJ Industrial(R) 10G Category 6 bulkhead RJ45 jack module offers an RJ45 interface on the device's internal IP 20 side and facilitates further distribution with standard patch cables.
The Ha-VIS preLink(R) RJ45 cable jack offers simple and swift assembly with insulation displacement termination for the connection of data cables -even pre-assembled ones -with conductor cross-sections from AWG 22/7 to AWG 23/1.
HARTING Limited Kevin Canham, 01604 827500, gb@harting.com
Portable FTIR Gas Analyser from Quantitech
Quantitech has launched a new version of the Gasmet portable multiparameter FTIR gas analyser which has brought laboratory grade gas analysis into the field.
The new instrument, the DX4040, is lighter, easier to use and more flexible than its predecessor. However, the most important development lies in the ability of the device to identify unknown gases in the field (at the touch of one button) when using a new version of the unit's Calcmet™ software on a Windows tablet pc.
Users of the DX4040's predecessor will be pleased to learn that the unknown gas identification capability is retrospectively applicable to existing DX4030 analysers when using the new software and tablet PC. Whilst the new DX4040 is able to identify literally thousands of different gases; for those users investigating known species the unit can be used with a handheld Bluetooth PDA incorporating a 3G modem, camera and GPS so that time and location are assigned to each analysis.
As a consequence of the enormous number of gases that the DX4040 is able to measure, the device is suitable for a wide variety of applications including chemical spill, security, forensic investigation, occupational health, anaesthetic gases, research and many others. Quantitech Ltd 01908 227722, quant@quantitech.co.uk
NUFLO™ Scanner® 2000 from Cameron
The Nuflo™ Scanner 2000 microEFM packs the gas, steam, and liquid measurement capabilities, traditionally found in large flow computers, into a compact, low-power instrument that operates economically as a stand-alone chart recorder replacement, flow computer, and totaliser or as an integration-ready device for an existing SCADA system.
Simplicity and ease of use are integral to the design of the Scanner 2000. Basic parameters can be configured from a keypad inside the enclosure and all other parameters are easily configured using a PC or laptop and the ModWorX™ Pro software -which is provided free with every Scanner 2000.
The Scanner 2000 fits into any field application from a single unit install, to an independent mid-size operation, to large and existing SCADA system alongside field devices from almost any other manufacturer. Cameron 01243 826741, ms-uk@c-a-m.com
Letters
Letters to the Editor
IEC61511 and Asset Protection
The letter from Laurie Blackmore in the November 2011 issue poses the question of whether the SIL assessment techniques shown in IEC61508 and IEC61511 are appropriate for identifying asset protection instrumented systems.
IEC61511-3 page 9 Clause 1.2 states:
1.2 Annexes B, C, D, E, and F illustrate quantitative and qualitative approaches and have been simplified in order to illustrate the underlying principles. These annexes have been included to illustrate the general principles of a number of methods but do not provide a definitive account.
IEC61511-3 page 7 states:
This standard deals with guidance in the area of determining the required SIL in hazards and risk analysis (H & RA). The information herein is intended to provide a broad overview of the wide range of global methods used to implement H & RA. The information provided is not of sufficient detail to implement any of these approaches.
I'm sure Laurie will agree that it is sad that so many who are taught, and use, the approaches in annexes C, D, E and F, somehow never read Annex A to fully appreciate what they were doing.
I have added the emphasis in the above quotes which show that you are not supposed to use the SIL assessment method illustrations as they are written, even if your assessment is for protection to people and the environment. You are supposed to adapt the techniques to find a SIL assessment that properly describes the risk against which you want protection.
Thus if you wish to undertake a SIL assessment for asset protection you must develop an approach that is appropriate to the risk.
Further, neither IEC61508 nor IEC61511 cover asset protection in any detail because it is entirely optional under the standard with no binding requirements. Therefore we are free to develop approaches for SIL assessment for asset protection in any way we wish.
I feel that asset protection needs to both include the value of the asset as well as production delays, even though the financial value of the latter is usually much greater than the former. None of the illustrated techniques in IEC61511 and IEC61508 are, in my opinion, an ideal fit for asset protection but then we are encouraged under the standard to develop suitable approaches that are.
Clive de Salis MInstMC, MIChemE
Author of "Using Risk Graphs for Safety Integrity Level Assessment"
In his letter to the journal of November 2011, Laurie Blackmore raises questions about the use of SIL methodologies for asset protection. In particular he questions the use of SIL methods in relation to asset loss, and the integration of asset protection provisions with Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS) engineered explicitly for safety reasons. He reasons that SIL methods are a flawed mechanism for asset loss since 'It is a cost-benefit issue, simple economics', unlike safety matters where there is a question of tolerable risk. He further suggests that integration is dangerous '…in that it adds complexity to the SIS for functions that have nothing to do with safety'. The Safety Panel has considered these questions and is of the view that SIL methodologies may be legitimately employed in relation to asset loss; SILs are identified on the basis of order of magnitude of risk reduction because there are aspects of system integrity that can only be addressed on a qualitative rather than a quantative basis. This same consideration is also true of systems engineered for asset loss protection.
Integration of asset protection with safety provisions will certainly add to the scope, but that does not necessarily add complexity. If a requirement for a high level of integrity in asset protection is identified (consistent with a SIL) it may be argued that it is appropriate to engineer the provision with the same degree of rigour and control; the same disciplines as required for the safety functions would be needed for the asset protection functions. Provided they are managed on a SIL basis there is no objection in principle to integration. We can postulate that a given emergency shut off might be required for reasons of safety AND asset protection. It would not seem sensible to insist on separate provisions; to that extent a degree of integration is typically inevitable. Where there are functions purely associated with asset protection, any integration will only extend as far as the logic solver. If a high integrity logic solver is to be procured for safety functions, would it be sensible to insist on a separate provision for those (typically few) high integrity functions associated purely with asset protection?
It is critical that whatever risk assessment approach is used (whether for safety or asset loss), an effective calibration is adopted to ensure that the risk reduction requirements identified (and therefore the SILs) are consistent and appropriate. Derek has enjoyed a colourful working life, gathering experiences from precious metal refining (helping to develop the first production methods for printed circuit boards), the food industry (analytical and research laboratories of a leading biscuit manufacturer), and the brewing industry (developing chemical instrumentation that allowed the on line monitoring and control of processes using the skills recently obtained from his PhD studies at Birkbeck College, University of London). This latter role took place when he was an employee at SIRA Ltd and in fact the funding was never forthcoming, so Derek had to switch projects to lead a team that eventually improved the production process of glass polishing. Later projects included the manufacture of multilayer thin film microcircuitry -but at the same time as this Derek progressed into more of a managerial role, eventually to become SIRA Ltd Deputy Managing Director.
Harvey T. Dearden
However successful professionally, the Tallantire Award is made for exceptional commitment and service to the Institute. Given his track record, it is perhaps no surprise that Derek has made a significant impact on the life of the Institute. He joined as a Member in May 1977, transferring to Fellow in March 1980, and he became an Honorary Fellow in November 1995. He was installed as President in 1989. Derek is known for his long standing commitmentshe attended the inaugural meeting of Prizes and Awards Committee in January 1984 and left in 2006 after 22 years continued service; he became a member of the Journal Editorial Committee in January 1991, its Chair four months later, and resigned in March 2010 after 19 years continued service.
The Institute is known for its attention that it gives to strategic planning, with Derek playing a leading role in change processes. As President he instigated and chaired the 'Future Plans Working Group' that became the 'Strategy Working Party in April 1991, that became the Business Plan Standing Committee in March 1992, that became the Finance Committee in November 1995.
Derek remains the current chair of Finance Committee. However, his work on strategic planning also saw him take an active role in one of the working parties that were set up in response to the Reavill Report of December 2006 -the 'Preferred UK Body Working Group' that was renamed the 'Strategic Advisory Group' in February 2010. Former Presidents have to thank Derek for organising the display of their photographs on the staircase in Gower Street, and has for the past 14 years he has organised the former Presidents' lunch at the RAF Club.
Teesside Instrument Engineers Award
This prize is awarded annually to the best performing 'part time' student graduating from Teesside University on the BEng Instrumentation and Control course. The award this year was presented to Michael William Morrison.
Michael gained a First Class Award and is this year's top performing part time student with an overall average of 81%.
Michael is a local lad and is a mature student. He stands out because of high marks in all his modules; in all but one module he achieved over 75%. He has a combination of comprehensive practical engineering judgment under-pinned with strong theoretical knowledge. As a result of gaining an excellent degree he has recently changed employment and is now working for BP as an Engineer.
Pictured with Michael is (left) the Assistant Dean of the College of Engineering Professor Janey Henderson and (right) Mr David Otterson, InstMC Teesside Local Section Chairman.
Dr Derek Cornish receives the Tallantire Award from Ron Summers, InstMC Vice-President and Editor, Measurement+Control
Institute News
Companion Company News New Companion Company Member
The Institute are delighted to announce that Nu-Tech Associates Ltd has joined the Companion Company Scheme. Founded in 1993, Nu-Tech specialises in Industrial Exhibitions, Event Management and Public Relations with a particular emphasis, although not exclusively, on nuclear, defence and science-related sectors.
Wireless Instrumentation
The increasing availability of Wireless instrumentation, based on the Wi-HART Standard, gives today's engineers the ability to "easily" install measurement sensors (without the need to run cabling, containment, provide power) and broadcast data back to a control system or standalone PC, where it can be used to make Maintenance and Asset Management decisions.
An example of how MJ Wilson Group have helped customers use the technology is Wireless Vibration monitoring. The traditional method of gathering data on rotating machinery is to visit each piece of equipment with a portable hand held vibration monitor, take readings and evaluate the machines health "off line". You only have a snapshot and don't have any "on line" values nor can you easily call up a measurement "on demand" or when an "event occurs".
They have installed a number of Wireless Vibration Monitoring systems, each comprising a Gateway with up to 30 Wireless vibration transmitters & accelerometers and Asset Management software, to monitor the activity of rotating machinery when events occur. This is particularly important if the equipment is "stand by" of "peak load" as it would not necessarily be operating when a scheduled routine check was made.
In today's busy world, the use of Wireless instrumentation can significantly help you change the way you monitor your plant and release valuable man hours.
For more information visit www.mjwilsongroup.com
Electric Power from Waste Heat, now operating DRD Power Ltd gave a presentation on their work in developing a demonstrator unit which produces electricity from waste heat. The unit can extract energy from low grade heat sources (90-130 o C) typically found on many chemical processing plants. This heat has up until now been uneconomic to process, however, DRD Power's excellent work means a robust capability now exists in which electricity can be extracted from low pressure steam or waste water streams, even those containing contaminants.
The presentation at Teesside University on 24 November 2011 was hosted by the Institute of Measurement and Control and was well received by the audience prompting a long discussion section. Roger Mallinson of DRD Power explained the processes, some of the problems which were overcome and the technical specification of the plant.
The demonstrator unit is presently undergoing testing at Hunstman Tioxide in Greatham, and a full technical feasibility assessment will be concluded at the end of 2011. Early results have been very encouraging; with electricity produced from waste heat at temperatures as low as 78 o C. Energy is converted from heat to electricity through the Organic Rankine Cycle which, although it is a well-known process, operating efficiently at these temperature levels is a major achievement.
A 200kW rated ORC unit is able to produce electricity worth £100,000, equivalent to CO2 savings of 700T per annum. Part sponsored by The Carbon Trust and ONE, DRD Power have recently being given an IChemE -Highly Commended award for innovation and excellence. DRD Power intend to build and develop similar units based on the knowledge gained from this demonstrator.
Many industries are potential clients, so anyone with a waste heat stream between 90-130 o C on part of their process should contact DRD Power (www.drdpower.co.uk) and visit the demonstrator.
InstMC Fellow appointed new position
InstMC Fellow Andy Ewens has been appointed as Group Engineering Director at AMEC.
Andy was Engineering Director for Europe & West Africa, having joined AMEC in April 2009. He has 30 years experience in the energy industry with operating companies and contractors, and has worked on a wide range of areas including major capital projects as well as supporting operating facilities across the world so he will bring a wealth of experience to the role.
AMEC is a focused supplier of consultancy, engineering and project management services to its customers in the world's oil and gas, minerals and metals, clean energy, environment and infrastructure markets.
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Institute's 2012
Prizes and Awards
The Institute's Prizes and Awards Committee will be meeting in March to consider nominations for awards for achievements in measurement and control. Recommendations are therefore being sought for the following awards in particular and suggestions from you, the members, will be most welcome. The individuals who are recommended for the learned achievement awards need not be Institute members but, as the awards are prestigious, they and their work should carry public recognition. All recommendations should be supported by short resumes of individuals' attainments and should reach the Institute's Chief Executive -ceo@ instmc.org.uk -by no later than 9 March 2012.
Middlesbrough College "Best Student" Award
Teesside Instrument Engineers annually award a prize to the student obtaining the best results in the final year of the Instrumentation and Control HNC course. This year the award was presented to Mr Carl Nicholls.
Carl started at Middlesbrough College with some trepidation having re-entered education as a mature student.
He is employed as a Multi Discipline Engineer but had a strong interest in instrumentation and decided to study a Higher National Certificate in Instrumentation and Control. Carl was very nervous at the start as to whether he could meet the demands of a Higher Level course and his first assessments were below the benchmark at this level. However, with support Carl took on the advice from staff and with purpose his work improved tenfold. His level of understanding continued to grow and during the second year of his programme he was submitting work to degree standard. His confidence was there for all to see and his enthusiasm for researching and applying this to his work benefitted him greatly.
Carl is now studying for a degree at Teesside University -something he did not think about initially and he really is an ambassador for lifelong learning.
Carl is pictured receiving his prize from the InstMC Teesside Local Section Chairman, Mr David Otterson.
Publication Announcement
In February 2010, an article entitled 'Who's Afraid of Proof Testing' was published in the Journal. This article has been substantially developed into an Extended Technical Paper, which identifies pragmatic considerations in the development of proof testing methods. 
Obituaries
The Institute regrets to announce the deaths of the following members:
Alan Mitchell Brook Teesside
Kenneth William Brown Surrey & Sussex
Wilfred Fishwick Surrey & Sussex
Edward Hall Higham Surrey & Sussex
John Norbert Skelton Midlands
InstMC Membership Elections and Transfers
The InstMC extends a warm welcome to the following members who have been accepted for election and transfer from 1 December 2011 Interface News
The Queen Elizabeth Prize for Engineering
The Queen Elizabeth Prize for Engineering is a new global award celebrating the truly outstanding advances in engineering that have created significant benefit to humanity. The £1 million prize will be awarded biennially to an individual or team of up to three people of any nationality, directly responsible for advancing the application of engineering knowledge. The first presentation of the prize will be in Spring 2013.
The prize is the result of a growing realisation within political, business and engineering circles of the need for a UK based initiative to focus attention on engineering worldwide. In seeking to recognise the best, the prize will demonstrate how engineers and engineering are making a real difference across the world. With a firm focus on the continued impact of engineering, the prize also aims to ignite inspiration in the next generation of engineers. The prize has attracted the strong support of political leaders and a range of top companies.
Key milestones for the prize include the Call for nominations in February 2012, the close of nominations in July 2012 and the announcement of the Prize winner in December 2012. Further details are available from the prize website www.raeng.org.uk/QEprize
Hong Kong water network protected by HWM-Water
When a pipe in the busy Wanchai district of Hong Kong burst recently, the government identified a further 600 sites around the city where very old pipes run under busy streets, and deployed a new batch of Permalog+ noise loggers by UK company Halma Water Management (HWM-Water Ltd), to monitor for leaks.
Permalog is made in the UK, while the company's Hong Kong distributor is Allied Power Technology Ltd., which has supplied over 800 Permalog+ units with SMS repeaters to the region, and also has a contract with the local government to analyse the data gathered.
Hong Kong was the first Asian city to take advantage of the advanced leak detection capabilities of these noise loggers, with an initial deployment in 1999. The loggers are placed on water pipes where they listen for the sound made by leaks, log the data, and then transmit it for further analysis. This enables water companies to identify leak areas quicklysaving time, money and water.
In Hong Kong, the Water Supplies Department (WSD) maintains the city's 7800km of underground water pipes, and has a 15-year rehabilitation programme costing billions of HK dollars to repair, upgrade and modernise the network. Out of the 1,100 cross-road pipes, around half are very old, and at increased risk of damage.
When deployed with SMS repeaters, the devices can function together as a nodal network, with all data being automatically transmitted back to a 'home station' -in this case Allied Power's offices. Each morning, the company receives the leakage data and makes recommendations to the WSD.
The combination of the automated leakage data transmission for general leakage alerts, and in-depth on-site analysis with Aqualog, means that leaks can be quickly identified and problems repaired before they cause major disruption or damage.
Hong Kong WSD MD Davis Li said: "We manage a huge amount of data every day, which has to be organised and presented clearly. Because the noise loggers are on busy roads for this project, there is quite a lot of interference from road noise, which can complicate our job. The main challenge of this monitoring work is to localise a leak when a correlation is simply not possible. In these situations, we usually use the Permalogs' Aqualog function to differentiate interference and help identify the leak location."
Nuclear CE&I Exhibition a Success
The recent one-day CE&I exhibition at Sellafield Ltd's Risley design HQ was declared a success by the CE&I management team and the engineering staff who attended.
Organised by Ind-Ex (Industrial Exhibitions Ltd) (Companion Company) and hosted by Sellafield Ltd's CE&I Systems Capabilities Department, the event welcomed over 100 design engineers and engineering managers.
Visitor feedback awarded the event 100% for its professional value, with 94% responding they would be taking ideas back to their groups.
Ian Belger, Head of CE&I at Sellafield, commended the CE&I team and organisers, saying "Credit to you all. A chance for people to see some valuable technology AND obviously to resolve some genuine issues" and Tom Nobes, Process Instruments Capability Leader, added "The exhibition featured the right combination of existing suppliers, together with some new and innovative suppliers. The exhibition is Capabilities most visible method of 'joined-up thinking' across design"
Interface News
A new way ahead for industrial automation A recent Frost & Sullivan report highlights the convergence of programmable controllers (PLCs) and distributed control systems (DCSs) as an important market trend. However, the study warns that this technical strategy has yet to demonstrate that it can yield the expected results.
Stuart Greenwood of Eaton's Electrical Sector (www.eaton.com) argues that this trend is, in fact, well advanced and already delivering excellent results. It could be claimed, he says, that as soon as remote I/O modules became available, the process of convergence between PLCs and DCSs was underway. Therefore, he finds it hard to see this as a new trend, since it has been with us for at least a couple of decades.
What is news, Greenwood emphasises, is the emergence of 'lean control panel wiring' systems that mark the final stage in the transition from traditional control system technologies to modern network-and bus-based technologies. This greatly facilitates the implementation of transparent automation. This is, he says, 'a trend worth watching'.
Most modern automation systems of any size now incorporate intelligent devices in the field, such as variable-speed drives with built-in intelligence and electronic operator interface panels. With all such devices linked to the central controller via network or fieldbus connections, Stuart Greenwood says that 'it does indeed become difficult and even, perhaps, almost meaningless, to distinguish between the PLC and the rest of the automation system'. There is an important exception, he notes, and that is inside control panels. Although conventional hard wiring of field devices has virtually disappeared in all but the smallest of installations, traditional hard wiring is still very much the norm inside most control panels.
Stuart Greenwood agrees that the wiring runs are, of course, much shorter inside the panel than outside, but that this is no longer a valid reason to ignore the benefits that bus-based panel wiring can provide. This issue has now been addressed by Eaton's new SmartWire-DT. This allows all devices in a control panel (motor starters, HMI panels, pushbuttons and indicator lights) to be connected to the central controller via a simple daisy-chain connection. Inexpensive interface units are added to standard components in exactly the same way that an auxiliary contact block is added to a contactor, so conventional control wiring is eliminated, yet special components are not needed.
Adopting this technique greatly improves the transparency of the automation system. Since fieldbus-and network-based field wiring already supports information exchange, lean panel wiring means that any information concerning the automation system's operation and status can be made available wherever it is needed. This can greatly improve the transparency of the automation system concerned, he says.
Other benefits include reducing panel wiring time dramatically, virtually eliminating wiring errors and cutting the time needed to test and commission panels. Modifications are simpler -all that is needed is to daisy chain the new components to those already there.
First H1 ITK 6.0 registered devices announced
The Fieldbus Foundation has registered the first FOUNDATION fieldbus devices based on its H1 Interoperability Test Kit (ITK) Version 6.0. Emerson Process Management and Yokogawa supplied the registered H1 (31.25 kbit/s) devices, which were tested for their functionality and conformity with the FOUNDATION function block and transducer block specifications.
Emerson's registered devices include the TopWorx D2-FF discrete valve controller, which combines analogue/digital position sensing and monitoring with FOUNDATION fieldbus communications and pilot valve output drivers for on/off applications; and the Rosemount Analytical 1066 pH Transmitter, which measures pH and ORP/Redox, and provides comprehensive sensor, transmitter, and calibration diagnostics to the bus via field diagnostics.
Yokogawa's registered devices are enhanced pressure transmitters featuring innovations in multi-sensing technology that makes optimal use of the single-crystal silicon resonant sensor. They also support AR, IS, SC, IT and PID function blocks; NE107 field diagnostics; and software download function.
All H1 ITK 6.0 tested devices support the latest advances in field diagnostics as per the NAMUR NE107 recommendation, which build upon the existing diagnostic capabilities of FOUNDATION fieldbus equipment. At the same time, they add a greater degree of organisation so that field instruments can represent their diagnostics in a more consistent way. Go to www.fieldbus.org/ registered for more information.
Krohne increases UK flowmeter production Krohne (Companion Company) is now seeing the benefits of the investment made to expand its UK Coriolis mass flowmeter manufacturing facility. The Optimass range has been manufactured in the UK since 2002. Recently, to keep up with customer demand, the company had to expand its UK manufacturing facility; a key decision to make during a recessionary period. A 1,687m 2 extension has been completed and is essential in allowing the company to keep pace with opportunities world-wide, and to continue with its product development plan.
One of the most recent innovations is the Optimass 2000; a mass flowmeter for bulk measurement of liquids and gases. Rannging in size from DN100 (4") to DN250 (10"), it is thought to be the only mass flowmeter available in both Duplex and Super Duplex. However for an instrument that can measure high flow rates, it has a small installation envelope, making it ideal for skid builders and applications having limited installation space. Significant energy savings can be made too.
Krohne exports over 90% of its production and has long-term plans for continuous investment to further improve production capacity. In 2012, the company plans to increase its calibration facilities and add further rigs to the 11 UKAS accredited calibration rigs already housed at the Wellingborough facility.
Coupled with this will come the launch of a new Coriolis mass flowmeter to handle high temperature, high pressure and cryogenic applications.
The Optimass 2300 installed at a refinery, showing its compact design.
Tiny dual-axis gyroscopes InvenSense Inc. (www.invensense.com) has introduced a family of dual-axis gyroscopes, the IDG-2020 and IXZ-2020 that address the market needs for optical image stabilisation (OIS) in smartphones.
Smartphones are rapidly replacing digital still cameras (DSC) as the devices of choice for capturing images, but the image quality has generally been worse than DSCs because of blurring, especially when in low-light conditions. By incorporating OIS technology, the same method adopted by many digital still camera manufacturers, smartphone image quality can be dramatically enhanced.
InvenSense claims to be is the first to deliver both x-y (roll and pitch) and x-z (roll and yaw) dual-axis MEMS gyroscopes in a very small 3x3x0.75mm form factor that meets the market demand. The new gyroscopes also incorporate 16-bit AD converters, have a 27kHz drive frequency and consume less than 6mW of power.
Compact cylinders are 'fit and forget' for OEMs
Festo's ADN compact cylinders are used extensively in automation applications demanding small, robust pneumatically-operated actuators. Many models in this range are now available with a novel self-adjusting pneumatic end-position cushioning system. Special cushioning ports allow the air to be vented optimally and adjust automatically to suit the prevailing speed and load conditions. This, says Festo, provides OEMs and machine builders with a true 'fit and forget' solution.
The company first introduced a form of pneumatic self-adjusting end-position cushioning -called PPS -on its DSNU family of cylinders. However, incorporating the option on ISO 21287-standard ADN compact cylinders involved a completely different design approach because of the limited internal space. The new solution places polymer cushioning seals either side of the main piston seal. As the cylinder rod approaches the end of its stroke, one of the cushioning seals enters a chamber in the end cap, with small ports in the seals allowing the cushioning air to escape in a controlled manner.
The system provides highly repeatable cushioning characteristics, with up to 400% better energy absorption, depending on cylinder size. The result is considerably quieter operation -a noise reduction of up to 50% -and as much as 80% less vibration. This means that machine designers can now use cylinders of the same size to handle larger loads and speeds or to obtain increased actuator life-times, or they can use smaller cylinders to secure the same dynamic performance.
Festo is offering PPS cushioning on five different ADN models, spanning piston diameters from 32 to 80mm. Each of these is available with a choice of nine stroke lengths from 10 to 80mm as standard. Stroke lengths to 500mm can be supplied to special order.
PPS versions have exactly the same physical dimensions as their ISO standard counterparts and are completely interchangeable, providing considerable design flexibility. For applications involving twisting moments and lateral forces, the PPS system is available on the ADNGF guided versions of the cylinder. Go to www.festo.co.uk for more information.
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News in brief
Advantech upgrades industrial operator panels The new range of widescreen WebOP-2000T industrial operator panels by Advantech Industrial Automation Group (www.advantech.com) accommodate many PLCs. Over 300 drivers are available; if these are not enough, the company will custom design drivers for individual needs. Designed for harsh industrial environments, these EMA4/ IP66 panels feature 128MB on board flash memory and micro-SD card slot for extra applications to run from and store data on. Each panel is bundled with the WebOP Designer object orientated programming application that enables users to create applications that do exactly what they want -saving time and development costs. Once the application has been written and compiled, it can be installed via the serial, Ethernet, USB or Micro-SD ports.
TwinCAT 3 released by Beckhoff
Beckhoff (www.beckhoff.de/uk) has released the TwinCAT 3 software. Embedded in Microsoft Visual Studio, TwinCAT 3 offers the possibility of using C/C++ in addition to the IEC 61131 languages in order to program and debug applications in real-time. Modules developed in Matlab/Simulink can also be implemented in real-time via C/C++ code. Visual Studio allows source code control, such as the integration of the Microsoft Team Foundation Server in the development environment.
Thermocouple/voltage input USB data acquisition module
The new OM-DAQ-USB-2401 series of USB 2.0 full speed thermocouple/voltage input data acquisition modules by Omega (www.omega.com) are fully compatible with both USB 1.1 and USB 2.0 ports. This module is user programmable for type J, K, T, E, R, S, B, N thermocouples or voltage input, and it features eight differential or 16 single-ended analogue inputs, 24-bit resolution with up to 1000 samples/s throughput. The module is powered directly by USB port or an external DC power supply. It includes Windows software, drivers for custom programming and hardware for benchtop, DIN-rail or wall mounting. The specification sheet is available at: www.omega.com/pptst/ OM-DAQ-USB-2400.html.
Enclosures for hygienic processing and production
Food safety is an ongoing concern, so Rittal (www.rittal.co.uk) has ensured that its enclosures meet the stringent hygiene requirements in all sectors of the food and processing industry. Enclosures of all types are required to operate critical processes and the company's range of stainless steel enclosures optimise hygienic protection, while at the same time, it is claimed, help increase productivity.
Whether on the plant floor of a bottling facility or in the clean room of a meat processing plant, these stainless steel enclosures and human machine interface (HMI) products are available to suit the application.
Made from 304 and 316L stainless steel and certified up to IP69K, the enclosures are ideal for food and beverage applications where sanitation concerns necessitate frequent wash downs.
Early app for power generation industry
Emerson Process Management (www. EmersonProcess.com) has just introduced EDS Mobile, one of the power generation industry's first native applications for users of Apple's iPhone and iPad devices. Using the Apple operating system, EDS Mobile technology uses standard Apple input gestures such as swipe, tap, drag, zoom and automatic screen orientation.
EDS Mobile is an extension of Emerson's existing EDS technology, which provides remote users with a high-fidelity representation of what the operator sees in the control room. EDS gathers information from control systems at a single unit or fleet of units, as well as from other enterprise systems, into one place, presenting near real-time data such as read-only process diagrams, alarm lists and trends. Historical data can also be accessed through this remote visualisation tool.
Said Bob Yeager, president of Emerson Process Management Power & Water Solutions: "We surveyed our power generation customers and many told us they have adopted smartphone technology not only for personal use, but also in their professional lives. We recognised the opportunity to give our customers more flexibility in how they manage operations by offering our EDS technology on a mobile platform."
Using a widget menu, EDS Mobile also delivers KPI data, which can be customised to match customer metrics, such as for fuel usage, plant availability, emissions, efficiency, power factor and revenue generation. Each KPI icon contains multiple data points, enabling users to view detailed information and trends in near real-time. For example, CO 2 , CO, SO 2 , NOx and opacity data can be viewed through the Emissions widget. This gives executives, managers, supervisors and engineering analysts much greater flexibility in managing operations, Emerson says. Brüel & Kjaer's system comprises a full suite of test applications for data recording, acoustic fatigue testing and vibration testing -including transient, random and swept-sine test types. Data recording is performed using the company's LAN-XI rack-mounted data acquisition system. This can be moved around the test-bay together with the satellite to assist in performing different tests. It allows use of short analogue cabling between satellite and data acquisition system, and enables sensors to be left on the satellite between tests. This drastically reduces setup time.
Data acquisition is controlled via remote LAN-based workstations, where simultaneous real-time level and FFT/CPB/Time monitoring can be performed on all channels during recording.
LAN-XI provides a distributed system architecture that allows different users access to different tasks. Local monitoring is performed in the high-bay area, data acquisition and postprocessing in the data acquisition and post-processing room, remote monitoring in shaker control room, and data viewing and reporting in a dedicated client room. The complete test workflow is organised from one customised, workflow-oriented user-interface.
Solar PV fault finding made easy
Thermal imaging, widely used for a broad variety of preventative maintenance applications, is proving ideal for solar photovoltaic panel (solar PV) installers. Previously, installers needed to test each string laboriously to find a fault. Even if they found one to be defective, the next headache was finding the cell causing the problem. With a FLIR thermal imaging camera, installers obtain an instant visual summary of performance.
Thermal anomalies often indicate decreased yield from the solar cell but in some cases, hot spots can reach such high temperatures they present a safety risk. The thermal image can also show whether the problem is the result of poor electrical connection. With a higher resolution camera, it is possible to see greater detail, which can reveal various other types of fault.
Commented Tony Hargan of South Survey in Clitheroe, which sells FLIR's range of thermal imaging cameras: "Thermal imaging provides a quick, easy and efficient method of pinpointing a problem cell. Cost is no longer a barrier to installers using this technology, as an entry-level model can do the job."
Thermal camera trade-in with FLIR FLIR Systems (www.flir.com/gb) is to repeat the trade-in programme for thermal imaging equipment that it ran last year. The company will exchange thermal imaging cameras of any age or brand in for a 20% discount on the list price of a number of selected cameras from its range. The discount may also be available on accessories and software. This year's programme will run until the end of the year.
FLIR said its new models are smaller and lighter than older models, and boast higher resolution and clearer images. Thermal anomalies are easier to spot and problems can be spotted from a greater distance.
Other features of the systems included in the programe are wireless communications to transfer images to an iPhone or iPad. Also, data acquired on an Extech clamp meter can be embedded in the thermal image.
Glass rotameter for safety-critical flow measurements
The new RAGN Glass Rotameter from Yokogawa (Companion Company) (www. yokogawa.com/rota-de) has been designed for the continuous flow measurement of liquids and gases in safetycritical applications where extended operating life and virtually maintenancefree operation are required.
With a Failure Modes, Effects & Diagnostics Analysis (FMEDA) report available for Safety Integrity Level (SIL) loop applications, the new unit has been assessed to SIL 1 according to the reworked IEC 61508:2010 standard and also complies with the Machinery Directive ISO 13849-1 standard.
This modular device resists highly corrosive media, comes in an all-stainless-steel housing, and offers measuring ranges from 2 ml/h to 10 m³/h of water and 0.1 litre/h to 160m³/h of air. The modular design allows limit switches to be easily retrofitted to initiate minimum or maximum flow alarms when the magnetic float has reached or exceeded the limit switch position.
The RAGN can be completely disassembled and uses only recyclable materials only. The design also uses a large number of standard components from other Yokogawa flow products, leading to production synergies and energy conservation.
The RAGN Glass Rotameter from Yokogawa.
